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ABSTRACT

The ground-based velocity track display (GBVTD) was developed to deduce a three-dimensional primary

circulation of landfalling tropical cyclones from single-Doppler radar data. However, the cross-beam compo-

nent of the mean wind VM cannot be resolved and is consequently aliased into the retrieved axisymmetric

tangential wind VT0. Recently, the development of the hurricane volume velocity processing method (HVVP)

enabled the independent estimation of VM ; however, HVVP is potentially limited by the unknown accuracy of

empirical assumptions used to deduce the modified Rankine-combined vortex exponent XT . By combing the

GBVTD with HVVP techniques, this study proposes a modified GBVTD method (MGBVTD) to objectively

deduceXT from the GBVTD technique and provide a more accurate estimation ofVM andVT0 via an iterative

procedure to reach converged VT0 and cross-beam component ofVM solutions. MGBVTD retains the strength

of both algorithms but avoids their weaknesses. The results from idealized experiments demonstrate that the

MGBVTD-retrieved cross-beam component of VM is within 2ms21 of reality. MGBVTD was applied to

Hurricane Bret (1999) whose inner core was captured simultaneously by twoWeather Surveillance Radar-1988

Doppler (WSR-88D) instruments. The MGBVTD-retrieved cross-beam component of VM from single-

Doppler radar data is very close to that from dual-Doppler radar synthesis using extended GBVTD

(EGBVTD); their difference is less than 2ms21. Themean difference in theMGBVTD-retrievedVT0 from the

two radars is ;2ms21, which is significantly smaller than that resolved in GBVTD retrievals (;5ms21).

1. Introduction

A landfalling tropical cyclone (TC) is one of the

most devastating and deadly natural disasters along

coastal regions of many countries. Accurately moni-

toring inner-core structure and its evolution before and

after landfall is crucial for the protection of life and

property. Doppler weather radar is the only platform
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that can capture the three-dimensional (3D) structure of

landfalling TCs with high spatial (;1 km) and tem-

poral (;6min) resolutions. Donaldson (1970) found

that a vortex produces a Doppler velocity dipole signa-

ture with opposite parity in a plan position indicator

(PPI) mode. Based on the location and magnitude of this

Doppler velocity dipole, Wood and Brown (1992) de-

veloped a pattern-recognition algorithm to estimate

the three critical characteristics of vortex structure,

including the center, the radius of maximumwindRmax,

and the maximum wind speed. However, this method

cannot quantitatively provide the detailed 3D circu-

lation of a TC.

Lee et al. (1994) proposed a robust single-Doppler

wind retrieval technique, called the velocity track dis-

play (VTD), to deduce the primary circulations of TCs

at different altitudes in real time from an airborne tail

Doppler radar on board the National Oceanic Atmo-

spheric Administration WP-3D aircraft. To study the

landfalling TCs using coastal radars, Lee et al. (1999)

reformulated the VTD equations for a ground-based

Doppler radar, called the ground-basedVTD (GBVTD).

Recently, successful applications of GBVTD to several

landfalling TCs (Lee et al. 2000; Lee and Bell 2007; Zhao

et al. 2008) have demonstrated its ability in monitoring

and warning. A series of GBVTD extensions—including

ground-based extended VTD (GB-EVTD; Roux et al.

2004), extended GBVTD (EGBVTD; Liou et al. 2006),

generalized VTD (GVTD; Jou et al. 2008), and gra-

dient VTD (GrVTD; Wang et al. 2012)—expanded

the GBVTD analysis into multiple flight legs for air-

borne Doppler radar, multiple ground-based Doppler

radars and direct use of aliased radial velocity data,

and so on. However, the cross-beam component of the

mean wind VM? is neglected in all of the aforemen-

tioned VTD family of technique and is consequently

aliased into the retrieved axisymmetric tangential

wind VT0.

Several methods have been developed to estimate the

VM? independently, including the hurricane volume

velocity processing method (HVVP; Harasti 2003), us-

ing the storm motion as a proxy of mean wind (Harasti

et al. 2004), extended-HVVP method (EHVVP; Zhu

et al. 2010), and EGBVTD (Liou et al. 2006). Among

these existing methods, the use of storm motion as

a proxy is the easiest to implement, but it assumes that

the mean wind vectors are not a function of height,

which is not realistic. The EGBVTD technique can

provide a relatively accurate estimation of VM? but re-

quires dual- or multiple-Doppler radar observations of

TCs that are rarely available because of the typically

long baseline between operational Doppler radars. In

comparison, HVVP is attractive because it estimates

VM? at different altitudes using only single-Doppler

radar data and an empirical modified-Rankine tangen-

tial wind profile (referred to as the Rankine profile). The

successful applications of HVVP to several real TCs

(Harasti 2003; Harasti et al. 2007) have shown its po-

tential for the operational use. Recently, HVVP has

been successfully incorporated, together with GBVTD,

into the vortex objective radar tracking and circulation

(VORTRAC) software for real-time analysis of TCs at

the National Hurricane Center of the United States.

Despite these encouraging results, the HVVP technique

is potentially limited by its fundamental assumption: the

modified Rankine-combined vortex exponent XT is re-

quired to separate VM? from the TC circulations using

empirical equations. Hence, the HVVP-retrieved VM?
may contain large uncertainties resulting from the

deviation of the HVVP-estimated and the true XT .

For EHVVP, it is limited by its strict requirement of a

Rankine-combined vortex.

In this paper, an improved method, named the

modified GBVTD (MGBVTD), is proposed to re-

trieve the TC mean wind vectors and the primary

circulations simultaneously by combining the strength

of the HVVP and GBVTD to yield a more realistic

TC circulation. Section 2 describes the mathematical

formulations and details of MGBVTD. A series of ana-

lytical datasets based on a modified Rankine-combined

vortex are employed to evaluate the performance of

MGBVTD technique in different situations in section

3. In section 4, the MGBVTD is applied to Hurricane

Bret (1999) observed simultaneously by two coastal

Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D)

instruments and its retrieved winds are compared with

those deduced by EGBVTD. A summary and discussion

are given in section 5.

2. The MGBVTD method

As MGBVTD combines GBVTD and HVVP, these

two methods are summarized below. For simplicity, a

unified coordinate system is employed on both

methods to make the description more consistent. The

acronyms and symbols used in this paper are listed in

Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

a. GBVTD

Only a brief explanation of the original GBVTD for-

mulations is given in this section. Interested readers can

refer to Lee et al. (1999) for more details. The same

symbols and geometry relationships as in Lee et al.

(1999) are adopted in this article except that the TC

center is located to the north of the radar (as shown in

Fig. 1).
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The GBVTD method is proposed to provide an esti-

mate of the horizontal winds of TC circulation relative

to the mean wind vector VM around rings concentric

with the circulation center. Themean wind is assumed to

be the environmental wind, which only varies with

height across the inner core of a TC. For the convenience

of later discussions, VM consists of two components, the

along-beam component VMk and the cross-beam com-

ponent VM?, with respect to north that passes through

the circulation center. Least squares curve fitting of the

observedDoppler velocity data is performed around the

GBVTD rings and the resulting Fourier coefficients can

be bridged to various wavenumber components of tan-

gential and radial winds, including VMk. There are many

ways to interpret GBVTD solutions since the set of

equations is not closed. Lee et al. (1999) proposed the

closure assumption in which the asymmetric radial wind

is negligible when compared with the corresponding

tangential wind. In addition, the maximumwavenumber

resolved at each radius varies with the maximum angu-

lar data gap; for data having gaps of 308, 608, 1208, and
1808, the maximum wavenumbers resolved are 3, 2, 1,

and 0, respectively.

GBVTD can only provide an estimation of VMk while

the unresolved VM? is aliased into the axisymmetric tan-

gential wind as described in Eq. (20) in Lee et al. (1999):

VT0 52B1 2B3 2VM sin(uT 2 uM)3 sinamax1VRS2 ,

(1)

whereB1 andB3 are the Fourier coefficients of GBVTD

analysis at a given radius [note that the typographical

error of the sign before B3 in Lee et al. (1999) has been

corrected], uT and uM are the angles for the circulation

center relative to the radar and the direction of themean

wind, respectively. We have that VM sin(uT 2 uM) is

VM? and sinamax 5R/RT , where R (RT) is the range

from the circulation center to the GBVTD ring (radar).

The last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) was ig-

nored in the original formulation of GBVTD, and it is

aliased into VT0.

b. HVVP

Harasti (2003) proposed the HVVP method to pro-

vide estimates of the environmental wind vectors of

a TC as a function of height. In contrast to GBVTD,

HVVP assumes a modified Rankine-combined vortex

model in which the tangential wind profile outside the

vortex inner core is described in Eqs. (2) and (3) while

inner core exhibits solid body rotation. The HVVP-

assumed radial wind profile outside the vortex inner core

is also shown in Eqs. (4) and (5):

TABLE 1. A list of acronyms used in this paper.

Acronyms Denotation

VTD Velocity track display

GVTD General VTD

GBVTD Ground-based VTD

GB-EVTD Ground-based extended VTD

EGBVTD Extended GBVTD

GrVTD Gradient VTD

MGBVTD Modified GBVTD

HVVP Hurricane volume velocity processing

EHVVP Extended HVVP

RMSE Root-mean-square error

STD Std dev

CC Correlation coef

GM1–3 Axisymmetric idealized tests in part 3

AV1–3 Asymmetric idealized tests in part 3

GC Center sensitivity idealized test in part 3

PPI Plan position indicator

CAPPI Constant-altitude PPI

RMW Radius of max tangential wind

TABLE 2. The definitions of the symbols used in this paper.

Symbol Definition

VM Mean wind

VM? (VMk) Cross-beam (along beam) component of mean wind

VM?guess Guessed value of VM? in each iterative step of

MGBVTD

VM?ret Retrieved value of VM? in each iterative step

of MGBVTD

VT0 Axisymmetric tangential wind

VT Total tangential wind (including asymmetry)

VR0 Axisymmetric radial wind

VR Total radial wind (including asymmetry)

Vd Doppler velocity data point

uT Angle for the circulation center relative to radar

uM Direction of mean wind

Rmax Radius of max wind

R (RT) Range from the circulation center to GBVTD ring

(radar)

Ra Radius of HVVP analysis domain centered at the

radar

Par Par5Ra/(RT 2Rmax)

r r5Rmax/RT

An (dn) Magnitude (phase) of the asymmetric tangential

wind for angular wavenumber n

ln (sn) Magnitude (phase) of the asymmetric radial wind

for angular wavenumber n

u Elev of radar beam

a Angle measured anticlockwise from the north to the

data position on GBVTD ring

g Angle for data position on GBVTD ring relative to

TC center

z0 Analytic alt of HVVP

z Alt at each Doppler velocity data point

u0 (y0) Total wind component in the cross-beam (along

beam) direction

Pm (Km) Coef matrix (predicted parameters) of HVVP
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VT0(R, z)5VT0(RT , z)(RT /R)
X

T , (2)

VT(RT , z)5

�
11 �

n
An cosn(g2 dn)

�
VT0(RT , z) , (3)

VR0(R, z)5VR0(RT , z)(RT /R)
X

R , and (4)

VR(RT , z)5

�
11 �

n
ln cosn(g2sn)

�
VR0(RT , z) , (5)

where n represents the wavenumber (n 5 1, 2, 3), and

An (dn) is the magnitude (phase) of the asymmetric

tangential wind for angular wavenumber n. Similarly,

for asymmetric radial wind the magnitude (phase) is

ln(sn). Here VT(RT , z) [VR(RT , z)] is tangential (ra-

dial) wind at altitude z over the radar site, including the

axisymmetric and asymmetric components. HVVP uses

the axisymmetric solution of the tangential and radial

wind [i.e.,An 5 ln 5 0 inEqs. (3) and (5)] to retrieveVM?
and VMk at different altitudes over the radar site. Equa-

tions (3) and (5) are optionally used by HVVP to ana-

lytically assess errors due to asymmetries.

HVVP assumes the observed Doppler velocity (Vd) is

equal to the sum of the estimated Doppler velocity and

the measurement error «. It connects the estimated

coefficients of a second-order Taylor series expansion of

the wind field to the kinematic properties of the analytic

datasets in a three-dimension volume:

Vd 5 �
16

m51

PmKm 1 «

P152cosu sina , K1 5u0 ,

P25 r cos2u sin2a , K2 5ux ,

P352cosu sina(z2 z0) , K3 5uz ,

P45 cosu cosa , K4 5 y0 ,

P55 r cos2u cos2a , K5 5 yy ,

P65 cosu cosa(z2 z0) , K6 5 yz ,

P752r cos2u sina cosa , K7 5uy1 yx ,

P852r2 cos3u sin3a , K8 5uxx/2 ,

P952r2 cos3u sina cos2a , K9 5 yxy 1 uyy/2 ,

P105 r2 cos3u cos3a , K10 5 yyy/2 ,

P115 r2 cos3u cosa sin2a , K11 5 uxy 1 yxx/2 ,

P125 r cos2u sin2a(z2 z0) , K12 5 uxz ,

P135 r cos2u cos2a(z2 z0) , K13 5 yyz ,

P1452r cos2u sina cosa(z2z0), K14 5 uyz 1 yxz ,

P1552cosu sina(z2 z0)
2 , K15 5 uzz ,

P165 cosu cosa(z2 z0)
2, and K16 5 yzz ,

(6)

wherePm are the basis functions andKm are the predicted

parameters that are solved by the least squares curve fit-

ting. HVVP uses a spherical coordinate (r, 360 2 a, u)
where the elevation angle of the radar beam and altitude

at eachVd data point are u and z, respectively. Here, a is

the angle adapted from the GBVTD coordinate that is

measured counterclockwise from the radar beam passing

through the TC center to the data position on a GBVTD

ring. The quantity z0 represents the altitude of analysis

and u0 (y0) and is the total wind component in the cross-

beam (along beam) direction at z0 altitude.

The tangential and radial wind over the radar site can

be calculated from retrieved K7 and K2:

VT(RT , z)5RTK7/(11XT) and (7)

VR(RT , z)5RTK2 (8)

so that (VM?,VMk) can be computed:

VM?(z)5 u02VT(RT , z) and (9)

VMk(z)5 y0 1VR(RT , z) . (10)

Note that Donaldson (1991) proposed a different tech-

nique to estimate the kinematic properties of a wind

FIG. 1. The MGBVTD geometry and symbols [synthesized from

Lee et al. (1999) and Harasti (2003)].
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field of a hurricane based also on using the modified

Rankine-combined vortex assumption in which the

shearing deformation [equivalent to a rearrangement of

Eq. (7)] was derived via a different method:

shearing deformation5 (11XT)VT(R, z)/R . (11)

To accurately separate the mean wind, it is imperative

to retrieve the TC circulation as close as possible to the

truth. However, the HVVP method encounters a po-

tential problem: theXT in Eq. (7) is calculated using the

following empirical equation that is derived from a sim-

plification to the axisymmetric tangential momentum

equation [Eq. (2.11)] in Willoughby (1995):

XT 5

�
XR/2 XR. 0, VR , 0

12XR XR, 0, VR , 0
; (12)

where XR 52K5/K2. As Harasti (2003) suggests the

simplifying assumptions in Eq. (12) may not always be

valid for different TCs, and thus result in the errors in

the estimated mean wind.

c. MGBVTD method

To reduce the error in estimating the VM? caused by

using an empiricalXT in HVVP, theMGBVTDmethod

is developed by combining the merits of the GBVTD

and HVVP methods.

In this framework, the axisymmetric tangential wind

VT0 and asymmetric TC circulations can be typically

expressed as Eqs. (2) and (3). In GBVTD, a guessed

VM? (VM?guess) can be provided to estimate the VT0 at

different radii. Given the radial profile of VT0, the pa-

rameter XT in Eq. (2) can be objectively determined by

fitting the GBVTD-derived VT0 profile. By substituting

thisXT intoHVVP, amore accurateVM? (VM?ret) can be

retrieved. If VM?guess converges to VM?ret, the VM?guess is

considered the ‘‘true’’VM?. Therefore,MGBVTD is able

to search for the ‘‘optimal’’ VM? by examining a reason-

able range of VM?guess.

The procedure of MGBVTD is described as follows. In

this study, themagnitude of guessedVM? varies from220

to 20ms21 with increments of 0.1m s21. In the first step,

for an individual VM?guess, the axisymmetric tangential

wind profile can be computed by GBVTD with the cor-

rection of VM?guess in Eq. (1). Based on the GBVTD-

retrieved VT0 profile, XT can be calculated by minimizing

the objective function f1 derived by taking the loga-

rithm of Eq. (2):

f15 �
N2

i5N1

flogVT0(RT) 1 XT log(RT /i)

2 log[VT0(i)]g2 5 min, (13)

where i denotes the ith radius whosemagnitude is fromN1

to N2 km. In our test, N1 is set as Rmax and N2 is usually

about 70% of RT to ensure sufficient fitting samples.

In the second step, by substituting XT into Eqs. (6), (7),

and (9), theHVVP-retrievedVM?ret is obtained. Finally, the

difference between VM?guess and VM?ret are calculated as

f25 10 log(VM?guess 2VM?ret)5min. (14)

Note that taking the logarithm form amplifies the

anomaly. Repeating the first and second steps for all the

guessedVM?guess within the given range and theVM?guess

is considered the optimal VM? when f2 reaches its

minimum. Combining the optimal VM? and VMk pro-

vided by GBVTD, the MGBVTD method provides an

estimate of mean wind without the need for empirical

assumptions required by HVVP and hence is likely to

improve the accuracy of GBVTD-derived axisymmetric

tangential winds.

3. Tests using analytic data

a. Construction of analytic dataset

To quantitatively investigate the performance of the

MGBVTD method, a set of idealized vortex flow fields,

based on a single-layer (elevation angle u is equal to 0)

modified Rankine-combined vortex, is constructed to

simulate Vd, following Lee et al. (1999). The mathe-

matical expressions for the axisymmetric tangential

wind VT0 and radial wind VR0 are

VT05Vmax

�
R

Rmax

�
R#Rmax

VT05Vmax

�
Rmax

R

�X
T

R.Rmax and (15)

VR0 5C1[(Rmax2R)R]1/2 R#Rmax

VR0 52C2(R2Rmax)
1/2Rmax/R R.Rmax , (16)

where Vmax and Rmax are set to 50m s21 and 20 km, re-

spectively. The terms C1 andC2 are scale factors and are

assigned 0.1 s21 and 3m0.5 s21, respectively. Apparently,

the outflow (inflow) is inside (outside)Rmax according to

Eq. (16). The asymmetric tangential wind follows Eq. (3),

where An (n 5 1, 2, 3) is the magnitude of each wave-

number and is set to 0.2. Following Lee et al. (1999), there

is no asymmetric radial component in the idealized

vortex.

A hypothetical Doppler radar is located at the grid

origin (0, 0) with a maximum effective range of 150 km

and a high effective Doppler velocity where velocity
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aliasing is not considered. The TC center is set at 80 km

north of the radar site at (0, 80). The TC circulation

generated by Eqs. (3), (15), and (16) is projected onto

the radar beam direction to produce analytic Vd. The

mean wind speed VM and direction uM are arbitrarily

assigned to 10m s21 and 0–3608. When the uM is set as

1808(easterly), there is only VM? information. The

analytic Vd data are used to retrieve the total winds of

TCs using GBVTD and MGBVTD for comparison

against the analytic modified Rankine-combined

vortex. As a quantitative measure of the accuracy of

GBVTD and MGBVTD retrievals, the root-mean-square

error (RMSE) of the total winds between retrieved and

the true values is calculated as

RMSE5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�
N

i51

(V2Vref)
2

N

vuuut
. (17)

HereV andVref are the quantities to be verified and true

value, respectively. The quantity N indicates the total

number of data points of the valid values. Besides, the

correlation coefficient (CC) between the retrieved and

true value is calculated in the idealized experiments.

b. Results of retrieved MGBVTD winds

A series of experiments was designed to examine the

performance of MGBVTD-retrieved mean wind in the

presence of 1) different direction ofVM, 2) differentXT , 3)

various Rmax, 4) tangential wind asymmetry, and

5) amisplaced center. A description of these experiments

is given in Table 3. Without specific description, Vd

is generated from the same idealized axisymmetric

vortex with Vmax 5 50m s21, Rmax 5 20 km, and XT 5
1.0 using Eqs. (13) and (14). In this study, the TC center

is defined as the circulation center and its location is

known for the analytical series.

1) SENSITIVITY TO THE DIRECTION OF VM (GM1)

To examine the impact of different directions of mean

wind on the MGBVTD method, GM1 is conducted in

which VM is equal to 10m s21 while uM varies from 08 to
3608. The retrieved VM and uM are nearly identical to

their true counterparts (Fig. 2a). The magnitude of re-

trieved mean wind is within 0.1m s21 to its true value in

every run and the diagonal line of retrieved direction of

mean wind indicates the error is negligible. Thus it is

concluded that MGBVTD is insensitive to the direction

of mean wind.

To better understand the searching process ofVM? for

MGBVTD, an example (Fig. 2b) is given when uM is

equal to 1808 and jVM? j5 10.0m s21. The search range

TABLE 3. Summary of the sensitivity tests on MGBVTD. Three

test series were conducted to evaluate the sensitivity on direction of

mean wind (GM1), Rankine XT (GM2), radius of maximum wind

(GM3), and the asymmetry (AV), as well as a misplaced center

(GC).

Test series Parameters

GM1 VM 5 10:0m s21, uM 5 08–3608
GM2 VM 5 10:0m s21, uM 5 1808, XT 5 0:3–1:0

GM3 VM 5 10:0m s21, uM 5 1808, Rmax 5 (0:1–0:7)3 80 km

AV1 VM 5 10:0m s21, uM 5 1808, d1 5 08–3608
AV2 VM 5 10:0m s21, uM 5 1808, d2 5 08–3608
AV3 VM 5 10:0m s21, uM 5 1808, d3 5 08–3608
GC DX5 from23 to 13 km, DY5 from23 to 13 km

FIG. 2. (a) Retrieved magnitude and direction of mean wind for experiment GM1. (b) Searching process of

MGBVTDwhen there is only easterlymeanwind; the gray circles denote the value of f2 as given in Eq. (14) while the

black circles are the retrieved XT .
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of VM?guess is set from 220 to 15m s21. When VM?guess

is equal to the true VM? (210.0), the fitting error f2

reaches its minimum (near 230.0) and the retrieved XT

is treated as the true value of the Rankine profile. The

corresponding GBVTD- and MGBVTD-retrieved total

winds (axisymmetric tangential and radial winds plus

a mean wind) are shown in Figs. 3b and 3c, as compared

with the analytic wind in Fig. 3a. Clearly, we see better

agreement between the MGBVTD-retrieved magni-

tudes in Fig. 3c and the analytical wind magnitudes in

Fig. 3a. Despite a slight underestimation of the total

wind in the south part of the TC at ;20 km radius, the

general wind pattern (Fig. 3c) indicates a coherent

wavenumber 1 pattern with similar magnitude and phase

to the analytical wind field (Fig. 3a), which is consistent

with the characteristics of the Rankine-combined vortex

with an easterly mean wind as shown in Fig. 5 of Lee

et al. (1999). On the contrary, as GBVTD cannot re-

trieve the cross-beam component of mean wind, there is

no wavenumber 1 signal in the wind pattern retrieved by

GBVTD (Fig. 3b). The corresponding error statistics,

RMSE (CC) ofGBVTD- andMGBVTD-retrieved total

wind field, are 8.5m s21 (0.82) and 0.2m s21 (1.0), re-

spectively (not shown), which quantitatively proves that

MGBVTD can retrieve a more accurate wind field than

GBVTD with the presence of VM?.
For further inspection, GBVTD- and MGBVTD-

retrieved axisymmetric tangential wind profiles are shown

as gray lines in Fig. 3d. Compared to the Rankine

profile (black solid line), the GBVTD retrieval un-

derestimates VT0. The discrepancy between them

becomes larger at greater radii, which can be easily un-

derstood since a larger fraction of VM? is aliased into

mean tangential wind when sinamax is larger as shown in

Eq. (1). Whereas, MGBVTD performs very well because

of its ability to retrieve VM?, as indicated by the overlap

between its retrieved profile (gray dashed line) and

Rankine profile.

FIG. 3. (a) The analytic total wind field (axisymmetric tangential and radial winds plus an easterly mean wind).

(b),(c) GBVTD- and MGBVTD-retrieved total winds, respectively. (d) The axisymmetric tangential wind profile

corresponding to image (a) (black line); the gray solid (dashed) line denotes the retrieved profile by GBVTD

(MGBVTD).
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2) SENSITIVITY TO RANKINE XT (GM2)

The multistorm statistical study of Gray and Shea

(1973) indicates that the mean value found for XT was

0.5 and was close to the expected theoretical value, but

with relatively large standard deviations (0.3). It is be-

lieved that the stage of TC life cycle accounts for much

of the variability in the tangential wind profile shape

(e.g., Weatherford 1989). Considering this fact, the test-

ing range for XT is set from 0.3 to 1.0 in GM2 run. The

largerXT is, the faster the profile drops downwith radius.

A dimensionless parameter Par is introduced and is

defined as

Par5Ra/(RT 2Rmax) , (18)

where Ra represents the radius of HVVP analysis do-

main centered at the radar. When the HVVP analysis

domain extends to Rmax, Par 5 1.0. The lower bound of

Par is set to 0.3 in this sensitivity test to ensure enough

data points for analysis. The upper bound of Par is set to

0.7 as larger value of Par tends to cause large estimation

error of the deformation term of HVVP (K7), thus de-

grading the retrieved VM?. For diverse XT and Par,

RMSE of the retrieved axisymmetric tangential wind

profile to their true counterparts is computed (Fig. 4a). It

is evident (Fig. 4a) that RMSE is proportional to Par

with the same XT while RMSE is inversely pro-

portional to with fixed Par. The similar correlation can

be inferred with the retrieved VM? (Fig. 4b). The largest

error of the retrieved VM? is;1.3m s21 to the true value

whenXT 5 0.3 and Par5 0.7. To quantitatively measure

the variation of the retrieved VM? for different Par, the

standard deviation (STD) ofVM? for eachXT is shown in

Table 4. ThemaximumSTDof 0.4 occurs whenXT 5 0.3,

which is consistent with the large space between the five

lines shown in Fig. 4b. However, the low values for both

the RMSE of the retrieved VT0 profile (,1.3m s21) and

the STD ofVM? indicateMGBVTD can reliably retrieve

VM and the TC primary circulations on a wide range of

wind profiles (i.e., XT).

To illustrate the advantage of MGBVTD over HVVP

in the estimation of TC winds, the retrievedXT and VM?
using HVVP are shown in Figs. 4c and 4d. Apparently,

the estimatedXT fromHVVPare nearly constant despite

the variation of the true XT due to the application of the

empirical Eq. (12), thus leading to a larger error in the

estimate of VM? (more than 9ms21 when XT . 0.7).

However, HVVP is not expected to perform well with

a radial windmodel such as Eq. (16) since it is not related

to the expected radial wind profile derived from the axi-

symmetric momentum equation from which Eq. (12) re-

sult. Additional tests using the VR model proposed in

HVVP [i.e., Eq. (4)] were also performed.However, even

in this situation, HVVP can only retrieve a comparable

result to MGBVTD when inflow exists outside Rmax and

XT 5XR/2 (not shown), which is expected since it is ex-

actly the empirical equation in Eq. (12). This fact sup-

ports MGBVTD could be applied more generally.

3) SENSITIVITY TO Rmax (GM3)

As the size of TC’s eye changes considerably from

case to case, it is indispensable to test the performance of

MGBVTD to TCs with different Rmax. A dimensionless

parameter r is introduced as r5Rmax/RT . The errors for

the retrieved XT and VM? shown in Fig. 5 remain con-

siderably small generally but become larger when r is

greater than 0.5 (i.e., the radar is within twice theRmax of

the TC center). When the Rmax of a storm approaches

a radar, there are fewer radii available for the GBVTD

analysis to deduce XT leading to a less stable fitting of

the radial wind profile. However, even in this situation,

the largest retrieved error ofVM? (XT) is 0.2m s21 (0.01)

that can be essentially neglected.

4) SENSITIVITY TO ASYMMETRY (AV SERIES)

Based on GM1 to GM3 tests aforementioned, three

experiments are conducted to examine the impact of

asymmetric circulation, including wavenumber 1, 2, and 3

(AV1, AV2, and AV3) embedded within the axisymmet-

ric vortex plus a mean flow. The asymmetric structure is

generated using Eq. (3) and the parameters are listed in

the Table 3.

The retrieved XT (VM?) in all AV series oscillate in

a wavelike behavior around the true value consistent

with the corresponding asymmetric structures (i.e.,

wavenumbers) (Figs. 6a,b). The retrieved errors of XT

(VM?) are less than 0.05 (0.5m s21) in AV1–AV3 ex-

periments where the errors are less than 5% of the

specified values. The performances of GBVTD and

MGBVTD for asymmetric TCs are compared in all

AV1–AV3 experiments (Fig. 7). Similar to that in Fig. 2c,

the GBVTD cannot accurately deduce total wind struc-

ture inAV1–AV3 tests, which ismainly due to the inability

of GBVTD to retrieveVM?. In comparison, MGBVTD

reproduces all major features of the wavenumber 1–3

structures well, especially the amplitude and phase of

asymmetry. Nevertheless, the retrieved total winds of

MGBVTD do suffer pronounced distortion in higher

wavenumber asymmetry similar to that of GBVTD. For

example, the peak amplitude of wavenumber 3 is sig-

nificantly reduced on the far side of the TC in both

Figs. 7b3 and 7c3, even thoughMGBVTDhas contained

theVM? information. This is mainly due to the geometric

distortion inherent in GBVTD nonlinear coordinate,

consistent with the description in Lee et al. (1999). The
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corresponding error statistics (Fig. 8) show that the

experiments with asymmetric tangential wind compo-

nent tend to have slightly larger errors than that of

GM1–3, especially for higher wavenumbers. The RMSEs

of GBVTD- (MGBVTD) retrieved total winds in the

AV1–AV3 experiments are 8.8 (0.2), 8.4 (0.7), and 10.6

(3.2) m s21, respectively. The MGBVTD-retrieved total

winds in the AV1–AV3 experiments also show higher

values of CCs (Fig. 8). The main reason for the large

RMSE errors and the relatively low CCs in the GBVTD-

retrieved total wind is its inability to retrieve VM? at

10ms21 amplitude. In contrast, MGBVTD can retrieve

accurate VM? and is also quite robust when the TC cir-

culation is asymmetric.

In contrast to the asymmetric tangential winds, the

asymmetric radial winds cannot be resolved in the

MGBVTD framework. When significant wavenumber 2

components of VR (VRS2) exist as shown in Eq. (1), the

estimated axisymmetric tangential wind and XT may

contain large error, and thus lead to the bias in the es-

timate of VM?. In this situation, some extra wind mea-

surements are required to retrieve the asymmetric radial

flow (Liou et al. 2006), which is beyond the scope of this

paper.

5) MISPLACED CENTERS (GC)

Previous studies (e.g., Roux and Marks 1996; Lee and

Marks 2000) have shown the quality of GBVTD-retrieved

TABLE 4. STD information for MGBVTD-retrieved VM?
of different XT in GM2.

XT 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

VM? STD 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0 0

FIG. 4. (a) RMSE for MGBVTD-retrieved axisymmetric tangential wind profile to the corresponding Rankine

profile. (b) MGBVTD-retrieved VM? for experiment GM2. (c) HVVP- retrieved XT . (d) Similar to (b), but for

HVVP-retrieved VM?. Different line colors denote different HVVP parameter Par.
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winds is sensitive to the center uncertainties. Lee and

Marks (2000) noted that a 5-km deviation of the TC

center can produces 20% error in GBVTD-retrieved

VT0. To examine the impact of the center uncertainty on

MGBVTD retrievals, we calculated the errors of the

MGBVTD-retrieved XT and VM? for various center

displacements. As shown in Fig. 9, the error is pro-

portional to the center displacement, and the error is

more sensitive to the center displacement in the x axis

(perpendicular to the beam through the TC center) than

that in the y axis. In general, MGBVTD performs very

well when the misplaced center is within 3 km, and the

maximum error of the retrieved XT (VM?) is about 0.08

(1m s21). Lee andMarks (2000) developed a ‘‘Simplex’’

algorithm, which can estimate the TC center within

0.34 km (2 km) of the true center for analytical (real)

TCs. This suggests that MGBVTD has an ability to re-

trieve accurate VM? for a real TC by using the GBVTD-

Simplex-estimated TC center.

4. Testing of MGBVTD with Hurricane Bret

In this section, Hurricane Bret (1999) is selected to

test the performance ofMGBVTD. Bret was a category-

4 hurricane before it weakened to a category-3 hurricane

a few hours before landfall along the coast of Texas. Two

WSR-88D coastal instruments located at Corpus Christi

(KCRP) and Brownsville (KBRO) made simultaneous

observations as Bret made landfall midway between

them.

A constant-altitude PPI (CAPPI) mosaic of reflectivity

from KCRP and KBRO at 0000 UTC August 231999 is

shown in Fig. 10a and indicates that KCRPwas located in

a region of mostly convective precipitation while KBRO

was located in a region of mostly stratiform precipitation.

The corresponding 2-km CAPPI image of Doppler ve-

locity from KCRP at 2357 UTC (KBRO at 0000 UTC) is

illustrated in Fig. 10b (Fig. 10c). The coverage of Doppler

radar data in the real TC is not as complete as that in the

analytic TCs. Note that HVVP cannot perform well with

a large data gap (e.g., large gap of Doppler velocity data

south of KBRO as shown in Fig. 10c), which will affect

the accuracy of retrieved 16 variables in Eq. (6) and

further degrade the accuracy of VM?.
At 2357 UTC, the circulation center of Bret is located

to the south of KCRP; the coordinates require a clockwise

FIG. 5. Retrieved XT and VM? for experiment GM3. The X label

r is defined as r5Rmax/RT .

FIG. 6. Retrieved (a) XT and (b) VM? for experiment AV series. The x axis denotes the phase of asymmetric

tangential wind dn.
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rotation from the true north to the azimuthal angle of

the circulation center for later MGBVTD analysis. The

circulation center is identified by the ‘‘Simplex’’ algo-

rithm (Lee and Marks 2000). Table 5 shows the sensi-

tivity of the MGBVTD retrievals using KCRP data

with respect to different Par at 2-km height where Par is

set from 0.3 to 0.7 similar to GM2. The final VM? is

chosen from the optimal results when the RMSE for

MGBVTD-retrieved VT0 profile to the Rankine profile

with the fitted XT is minimized. The STD of VM? for

different values of Par is 1.6m s21, larger than that in

GM2 (Table 4), but still within 2.0m s21. The RMSE for

MGBVTD-retrieved VT0 profile increases when Par

increases, indicating a degradation of the retrieved VM?
due to the increasing importance of the deformation

with increasing Par (i.e., getting close to the eyewall).

The retrieved mean STD of VM? for KBRO is 4.6m s21

(not shown), which is more than 10 times of that inGM2.

This discrepancy is most likely a result from the large

gaps in the KBRO data affecting the accuracy of the

HVVP analyses. Therefore, the mean wind retrieved

from KCRP will be used for KBRO analyses in this

study.

The vertical profile of mean wind over KCRP expe-

riences anticyclonic shear above 2-km altitude (Fig. 11a).

To test the validity of retrieved mean wind, the original

FIG. 7. Comparison of the (center)GBVTDand (right)MGBVTD total winds (similar to Fig. 3) for experiment series (top)AS1, (middle)

AS2, and (bottom) AS3, as compared with (left) the simulated total winds.
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GBVTDaxisymmetric tangential wind profiles and their

corresponding counterparts with the correction of VM?
by MGBVTD for two radars at 2-km altitude are shown

in Fig. 11b. Before the correction, the difference of

tangential wind for KCRP and KBRO at Rmax is about

3m s21 and it is larger at farther radii. This can be un-

derstood since the difference of the radar-viewing angle

from the two radar sites toward the TC center is nearly

1808 and the effect ofVM? on the retrieved axisymmetric

tangential wind as shown in Eq. (1) is in opposite sign.

After the correction with VM? from either MGBVTD,

the profiles for two radars are nearly coincident, which

hints at the accuracy of retrieved VM?. Similarly, the axi-

symmetric tangential wind profiles for KCRP and KBRO

at 3-km altitude are also shown in Fig. 11c, in which the

mean difference of amplitude between KCRP and KBRO

has dropped from 5.28m s21 (GBVTD) to 1.63m s21

(MGBVTD). To quantitatively evaluate the accuracy of

MGBVTD-retrievedVM?, theEGBVTD-retrievedmean

wind vector is projected onto the cross-beam direction of

both KBRO and KCRP for comparison (Table 6). The

MGBVTD-retrieved VM? proves to be reliable since it

is only 1ms21 (2ms21) larger than its counterpart of

EGBVTD at 2-km (3km) altitude on average. Mean-

while, the profiles with the correction of the EGBVTD-

finding cross-beam component for two radars show

consistent results with those fromMGBVTD (Figs. 11b,c).

Similar to the idealized case, the retrieved total winds

from GBVTD and MGBVTD are also shown for com-

parison in Fig. 12. Without retrieving VM?, the GBVTD-

retrieved total winds at 2-km height from KCRP and

KBROare shown in Figs. 12a,b. The total wind pattern for

KCRP clearly indicates a wavenumber-1 structure while

a more asymmetric structure for KBRO. In addition, the

magnitude of the total wind for KBRO is generally much

smaller than that for KCRP. The difference is about

5ms21 in the southeast of the radius of maximum tan-

gential wind (RMW). When including the retrieved VM?,
MGBVTD-retrieved total winds for both KCRP and

KBRO shows a consistent wavenumber-1 structure whose

maxima winds are greater than 56ms21 and located in the

northwest quadrant (as shown in Figs. 12c,d). To in-

vestigate how the large data gaps could affect the accuracy

of MGBVTD retrievals, the total winds retrieved for

KBROusingMGBVTD-retrievedVM? fromKBROdata

are shown in Fig. 12e. As the VM? derived from KBRO

FIG. 8. Comparison of the RMSE and CC of the GBVTD- and

MGBVTD-retrieved total winds for AV1–3 tests. The bars denote

RMSE while the lines denote CC.

FIG. 9. Retrieved error for (a) XT and (b) VM? in experiment GC. The quantities DX and DY denote the center

displacement in the X and Y coordinates, respectively.
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data is nearly 6ms21 larger than that of EGBVTD, there

is a distinct overestimation (Fig. 12e) in the wind magni-

tude at the northern part of TC, as comparedwith Figs. 12c

and 12d. This suggests that the large data gapwould degrade

the accuracy of MGBVTD-retrieved total wind speed.

To further quantitatively assess the performance of

GBVTD and MGBVTD, the corresponding RMSE

(CC) of the retrieved total winds from the two methods

(Table 7) are 6.3 (0.91) and 2.0 (0.96), respectively.

Clearly, MGBVTD retrieves better TC circulation,

which is a clear advantage, and it is necessary to include

VM? information in deducing accurate TC circulation.

We also applied the MGBVTD to other heights, and

MGBVTD still obtained a better TC circulation than

GBVTD. For example, the RMSE (CC) of the retrieved

total winds from GBVTD and MGBVTD at 3-km

height are 6.1 (0.90) and 2.0 (0.98) (not shown).

5. Summary and discussion

In this paper, the modified GBVTD (MGBVTD)

method is developed based on the GBVTD (Lee et al.

1999) and HVVP (Harasti 2003) techniques. The in-

dividual weaknesses inherited in GBVTD and HVVP

are well known. GBVTD can retrieve reasonable TC

circulations but is hindered by its inability to retrieve

VM?. HVVP is ideally suited to deduce VM? but it re-

quires an underlying empirical Rankine profile assump-

tion. By combining GBVTD and HVVP algorithms,

MGBVTD retains the strength in both algorithms but

avoids their weakness. The GBVTD-retrieved TC cir-

culation is used to anchor the TC wind profile for HVVP

to deduce VM?, which in turn is included in the GBVTD

analysis to reduce the biases in the retrieved TC circula-

tion. A better TC circulation is obtained via an iterative

process in MGBVTD.

When tested with a series of analytic TC datasets, the

difference ofMGBVTD-retrievedVM? compared to the

true value is within 1m s21 (;10%) in most cases and

FIG. 10. (a) The dual-Doppler radar mosaic for a 2-km height at

0000 UTC Aug 23 1999. The hurricane symbol represents circula-

tion center at that time. The radius of black circles is 150 km cen-

tered on each Doppler radar. Doppler velocity image for a 2-km

height at (b) 2357UTC 22Aug fromKCRP radar and (c) 0000UTC

23 Aug from KBRO radar.

TABLE 5. Mean wind information at 2-km altitude from KCRP

for each Par and corresponding STD for cross-beam component

of mean wind. Boldface indicates final result of MGBVTD analy-

sis. The quantity (VT0)RMSE denotes the RMSE of MGBVTD-

retrieved VT0 profile to the Rankine profile corresponding to

the fitted XT . Boldface denotes the ‘‘optimal’’ mean wind when

(VT0)RMSE reaches its minimum.

Height Par XT (VM?, VMk) (U, V) (VT0)RMSE

2 km 0.3 0.39 (7.2, 2.6) (26.8, 23.5) 0.028

0.4 0.37 (5.7, 2.6) (25.3, 23.3) 0.037

0.5 0.35 (3.9, 2.6) (23.5, 23.1) 0.054

0.6 0.34 (3.5, 2.6) (23.1, 23.0) 0.059

0.7 0.34 (3.5, 2.6) (23.1, 23.0) 0.059

VM? STD 1.6
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the retrieved wind structure is close to the given one

after the correction with VM?. In addition, the sensitiv-

ities of MGBVTD to several parameters are examined

using analytical TCs. It has been demonstrated that the

MGBVTD algorithm is not sensitive to the mean wind

vector (direction andmagnitude), the TC axisymmetric

wind structure modeled by the modified Rankine-

combined vortex (i.e., XT), the asymmetric winds of the

TC as well as misplaced centers. MGBVTD is, however,

sensitive to the size of the HVVP analysis domain espe-

cially when it includes a portion of eyewall circulation

where deformation is significant.

When applied to Hurricane Bret, MGBVTD also

shows its ability to retrieve a more consistent TC

structures when using data fromKBRO andKCRP than

the GBVTD-retrieved structures because of its ability

to deduce an accurate VM?. The closeness of the in-

dividually retrieved axisymmetric winds at constant

heights from KCRP and KBRO demonstrates the

strength of the MGBVTD technique over the GBVTD

technique and its potential to be included in real-time

TC wind retrieval packages like VORTRAC and for

research use. Note that GBVTD has been also success-

fully applied to retrieving tornado wind fields in recent

years (Lee andWurman 2005; Tanamachi et al. 2007). It

is recommended that MGBVTD be applied to tornado

research in the future to investigate its performance

compared to GBVTD for smaller-scale vortices as well.

The uncertainties of the MGBVTD method may re-

sult from several factors that need to be noted. The first

one is the deviation of modified Rankine-combined

vortex from real TCs. However, this may be a secondary

effect because the modified Rankine-combined vortex

approximation is adequate to represent the major cir-

culation characteristics of real TCs. Second, data cov-

erage (e.g., missing data between TC rainbands or in

weaker TCs) may contain large gaps as shown in the

KBRO data in Hurricane Bret, which can pose great

challenge for HVVP to find accurate mean wind in-

formation. Under this circumstance, it would be better

to verify the MGBVTD-estimated mean wind with the

mean wind estimated from other sources, if possible.

Finally, the asymmetric radial flow is unresolved in

FIG. 11. (a) Vertical profile of mean wind from 2- to 4-km alti-

tude retrieved by MGBVTD; U(V) denotes the direction of east

(north). (b) Retrieved mean tangential wind profiles by GBVTD

(solid lines), with the correction of VM? by MGBVTD (dashed

lines) and by EGBVTD (dotted lines). (c) Similar to (b), but for

a 3-km height.

TABLE 6.MGBVTD- andEGBVTD-retrievedVM? information at

2- and 3-km altitude for Hurricane Bret.

Height (km) Radar

Method

MGBVTD EGBVTD

2 KCRP 7.2 6.2

KBRO 26.7 27.7

3 KCRP 9.5 6.6

KBRO 29.3 27.9
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FIG. 12. Ground-relative wind speed for Hurricane Bret at 2-km altitude MSL calculated from the (a),(c) KCRP

CAPPImap and (b),(d)KBROCAPPImap, by (top)GBVTDand (middle)MGBVTDusingKCRP-retrievedmean

wind as well as (e) MGBVTD using KBRO-retrieved mean wind.
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MGBVTD and is aliased into the tangential wind and

along-beam mean wind. As shown in Eq. (1), when the

significant wavenumber 2 radial wind exists, the re-

trieved VM? can contain a large error. In this situation,

some extra wind measurements are required to retrieve

the asymmetric radial flow.
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CC 0.91 0.96
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